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Abstract. A two-step scheme is developed to solve the problem of hovering around
elliptical orbital target with finite thrust. The reachable region and the hovering region
are introduced to find a feasibility criterion of hovering positions, then followed by a
new optimal sliding-model control law (OSMC), which has a dynamic sliding surface
generated by a nominal LQR, and can achieve the optimal performance under disturbed
circumstances. A dynamic model with 1-order gravity and transition matrix of differential
orbital elements (DOE) are used to approximate the orbital relative motion. Numerical
simulation illustrates the feasibility of the scheme and that the proposed control law has
better robustness and precision with less fuel cost than the usual sliding-mode control
(SMC) and the traditional OSMC in previous works. J2 perturbation and an external
disturbance (signal loss by sensor or data link fault) are considered in the simulation.
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1. Introduction. Proximity operations have acquired significant attention in recent yea-
rs. Many results have become essential for supporting critical spatial capabilities including
on-orbit repairing, updating and other servicing functions. A related but much newer type
of close-proximity operation is the ability to hover in expected positions relative to the
target satellite. Because invariant relative range and angles of sight can be achieved
while hovering in the body-fixed local-vertical-local-horizontal (LVLH) reference frame of
target satellite, it is deemed as a desired operational status in many space monitoring or
inspection missions. To realize the status, chaser spacecraft with hover capability needs to
establish reasonable impulsive or continuous thrust to run on a displaced non-Keplerian
orbit, while the objective of hovering control is to design and maintain it based on the
required position vector and the specified target satellite orbit.

Early researches of hovering behavior are applied in some deep-space missions about
small planetary bodies, e.g., asteroids. In 1999, Scheeres [1] studied an open-loop control
law of hovering around small bodies. Closed-loop approaches using altimetry [2] and
by orbital stability theories [3] were provided by considering stable orbital motion for
hovering over rotational irregular-shaped asteroids in body-fixed frames [4]. Also, a lunar
surface hovering controller was designed to solve the optimal lunar soft-landing problem
[5].

More recently, research interest was transferred into satellite hovering with the de-
velopment of formation and constellation techniques. Hovering control is regarded as a
special type of formation keeping control, while non-Keplerian orbit of chaser spacecraft
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